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We will seek to understand exactly where it is that we exist on this
planet of ours.
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Lines of Longitude

Lines of Latitude
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The Earth is a water planet.
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The Bathymetry of the Pacific Ocean.
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The North American continental shelf.
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(a) Flat-topped Guyot (b) Volcanic Island (Notice terrace being cut by
present sea level).
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Only one trench, but several separately named sections.

The twin arcs of the Marianas
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Uracas Island

Maug’s three separate islet’s.
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DFW Biologists visiting Maug.

Agrihan Island

Asuncion Island
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Pagan Island

Anatahan Island

Sarigan Island

Alamagan Island
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Our southernmost islands, such as Saipan, shown here, are also volcanic
islands which have, at several levels, great amounts of coral reef

limestone found on their tops.

Four principal types of vegetation are found on our southern islands.
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A small plateau, Marpi, may be found on the northern tip of the island
of Saipan.

Tinian and Aguiguan Islands.
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Only the small open bay at the Taga Beach, Tinian harbor on the
southwest coast offers the protection of a reef system.

Recently, almost half of the island was devoted to grazing cattle.

Aguiguan is unpopulated and lies just off the southwest coast of Tinian.
Just south of Aguiguan lies Naftan Rock.
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Songsong Village lies in the neck of land between the Wedding Cake
peninsula and the rest of Rota.

Wedding Cake Mountain lies at the end of the peninsula.

On the extreme western tip of Luta is a narrow, prominent peninsula.
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Sasanhaya Bay, Rota


